Introduction
National Geographic
The National Geographic Society is a leading nonprofit
organization that pushes the boundaries of exploration to
further our understanding of our planet and empowers
us all to generate solutions for a healthier and more
sustainable future. Since its beginning in 1888, the Society
has funded more than 12,500 exploration and research
projects. Life Second Edition uses National Geographic’s
content and principles to inspire people to learn English.
A portion of the proceeds of this book helps to fund the
Society’s work.

treatment of historical events brings them to life, and there
is often a human dimension and universal themes that keep
the events relevant to students and to our time.
History—or the re-telling of historical events—can also be
influenced by a culture or nation’s perception of the events.
National Geographic’s non-judgmental and culture-neutral
accounts allow students to look behind the superficial
events and gain a deeper understanding of our ancestors.
For example, Unit 11 of Life 1 examines an old center of
learning in Mali and the discovery of an ancient body found
frozen in ice in Austria.
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The animal kingdom is exceptionally generative in terms of
interesting topics. Life Second Edition provides astonishing
photos that give a unique insight into the hidden lives of
known and lesser-known animals, offering rare glimpses of
mammals, birds, bugs, and reptiles in their daily struggle
for survival. It also informs and surprises with accounts of
animals now extinct, species still evolving, and endangered
species that are literally fighting for their existence.
For example, Unit 7 of Life 1 looks at elephants in an African
wildlife park and Unit 8 discusses tiger conservation in
Asia. In addition, Unit 9 features reindeer and their herders
in Scandinavia.
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The topics are paramount and are the starting point for the
lessons. These topics have been selected for their intrinsic
interest and ability to fascinate. The richness of the texts
means that students are so engaged in learning about the
content, and expressing their own opinions, that language
learning has to take place in order for students to satisfy
their curiosity and then react personally to what they have
learned. This element of transfer from the topics to students’
own realities and experiences converts the input into a
vehicle for language practice and production that fits the
recognized frameworks for language learning and can be
mapped to the CEFR scales. (Full mapping documents are
available separately.)
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Animals

National Geographic topics

It isn’t always possible to find clarity in texts on the
environment and climate change, or trust that they
are true and not driven by a political agenda. National
Geographic’s objective journalism, supported by easy-tounderstand visuals, presents the issues in an accessible
way. The articles are written by experts in their fields. It’s
often true that those who have the deepest understanding
of issues are also able to express the ideas in the simplest
way. Unit 7 of Life 1 introduces learners to vocabulary for
weather and climate, and looks at how these things affect
our lifestyle.
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People and places
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Life Second Edition takes students around the globe,
investigating the origins of ancient civilizations, showing
the drama of natural forces at work, and exploring some
of the world’s most beautiful places. These uplifting tales
of adventure and discovery are told through eyewitness
accounts and first-class reportage. For example, Unit 3 of
Life 1 focuses on people, places, and important days around
the world, and Unit 4 looks at cities and their famous
buildings and landmarks.

National Geographic photography

History can be a dry topic, especially if it’s overloaded
with facts and dates. However, the National Geographic

We live in a world where images are used more than ever
to reinforce, and at times replace, the spoken and written
word. We use our visual literacy to look at and understand
images every day of our lives. In particular, photographs
tend to prompt emotive memories and help us to recall
information. For this reason, the use of photographs and
pictures in the classroom is a highly effective learning tool.
Not surprisingly then, the Life series makes maximum
use of the great photographs that are at the core of
National Geographic content. The photographs in Life
Second Edition add impact and serve as an engaging starting
point for each unit. Then, in each lesson, photographs
form an integral part of the written and recorded content
and generate meaningful language practice in thoughtful
and stimulating ways.

Science and technology

N

Students learn about significant scientific discoveries and
breakthroughs, both historical and current. These stories
are related by journalists or told by the scientists and
explorers themselves through interviews or first-person
accounts. Students see the impact of the discoveries on
our lifestyles and cultures. Because much of the material
comes from a huge archive that has been developed and
designed to appeal to the millions of individuals who
make up National Geographic’s audience, it reflects the
broadest possible range of topics. For example, Unit 5 of
Life 1 looks at robots and gadgets and how we use them in
our daily lives.

History

viii

Environment
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• provoke debate.
• stimulate critical thinking by asking learners to examine
detail or think about what is NOT shown or question the
photographer’s motives.
• are accompanied by a memorable quotation or caption.
• help learners to remember a lexical set.
• help to teach functional language.
• lend themselves to the practice of a specific grammar point.
As a first exercise when handing out the new book to your
students, you could ask them to flip through the book, select
their favorite photograph, and then explain to the class what
it is they like about it. You will find specific suggestions in the
teacher’s notes for using the photographs featured within each
unit, but two important things to note are:

• Play the video with the sound down. Students predict
what the narrator or people are saying. Then play with
the sound up and compare.
• Play the sound only with no video. Students predict
where the video takes place and what is happening on the
screen. Then play the video normally and compare.
• Show the first part of the video, pause it, and then ask
students what they think happens next.
• Give students a copy of the video script and ask them
to imagine they are the director. What will they need to
film and show on the screen? Afterward, they present
their screenplay ideas to the class, then finally watch the
original.
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• Pictures of people or animals can capture a moment, so
ask students to speculate on the events that led up to this
moment and those that followed it.

For further variation with the videos, here are more ideas
you can use and develop:

ng

• support understanding of a text and make it memorable.

ni

• draw the viewer in and engage them emotionally.

The videos are designed to form part of your lessons.
However, if there is insufficient time in class to watch
them all, you can ask students to watch the videos and
complete many of the exercises on the page in the Student
Book at home. This can form a useful part of their selfstudy. Students can also watch the videos again in class.
This is useful for review and enables students to focus on
parts of the video that particularly interest them.
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• tell a story by themselves.
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There are photographs that:

• Write a short text on the same topic as the one in the
video. However, don’t include the same amount of
information and leave some facts out. Students read the
text and then watch the video. They make notes on any
new information and rewrite the text to include the new
details.
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• Pictures of places aim to capture their essence, so feed
students the vocabulary they need to describe the details
that together convey this (the light, the colors, the
landscape, the buildings).

National Geographic video
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Students’ visual literacy and fascination with moving
images mean that, in addition to the use of photographs
and pictures, video is also an extremely effective tool in the
classroom. Each unit of Life Second Edition ends with a video.
These videos, which can be found on the Classroom DVD,
the Student App, and the Life website, are connected to the
topic of the unit and are designed to be used in conjunction
with the video lesson pages. Typically, a video lesson is
divided into three parts:

Before you watch

N

This section introduces students to the topic of the video
and engages them in a pre-watching task. It also pre-teaches
key vocabulary so that students can immediately engage
with the video without being distracted by unfamiliar
words and the need to reference a lengthy glossary.

While you watch
These tasks assist with comprehension of the video itself,
both in terms of what students see and what they hear.
The exercises also exploit the language used in the video.

After you watch
This section allows students to respond to the video as a
whole and take part in a discussion or task that leads on
from the context and theme of the video.

• With groups that share a first language, choose a part of
the video in which someone is talking. Ask students to
listen and write down what they say. Then, in groups,
ask them to create subtitles in their own language for that
part of the video. Each group presents their subtitles, and
the class compares how similar they are.

National Geographic and critical
thinking
Critical thinking is the ability to develop and use an
analytical and evaluative approach to learning.
It’s regarded as a key 21st Century skill. Life Second
Edition integrates and develops a learner’s critical
thinking alongside language learning for the following
reasons:
• Critical thinking tasks such as problem-solving and
group discussion make lessons much more motivating
and engaging.
• Developing critical thinking skills encourages an
enquiring approach to learning that enables learners to
discover language and become more independent in their
study skills.
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Life Second Edition methodology
Memorization
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An important role for teachers is to help learners commit
new language to longer-term memory, not just their shortterm or working memory. According to Gairns and Redman
(Working with Words, Cambridge University Press, 1986),
80% of what we forget is forgotten within the first twentyfour hours of initial learning.
So, what makes learning memorable? The impact of
the first encounter with new language is known to be a
key factor. Life Second Edition scores strongly in this area
because it fulfills what are called the “SUCCESS factors” in
memorization (Simplicity, Unexpectedness, Concreteness,
Credibility, Emotion, and Stories) by engaging learners
with interesting, real-life stories, and powerful images.
Life Second Edition also aims, through engaging speaking
activities that resonate with students’ own experiences, to
make new language relatable. What is known is that these
encounters with language need to be built on thorough
consolidation, recycling, repetition, and testing. It is said
that a new language item needs to be encountered or
manipulated between five and fifteen times before it’s
successfully committed to longer-term memory. With this in
mind, we have incorporated the following elements in Life
Second Edition:
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In Life Second Edition you will see that there is a graded
critical thinking syllabus that starts at Level 1 and runs
through all later levels. The sections entitled “Critical
Thinking” always appear in the C lessons in each unit
and are associated with reading the longer texts. These
lessons begin with reading comprehension activities that
test students’ understanding and ask them to apply their
understanding in a controlled practice activity. Once
learners have understood the text at a basic level, the
critical thinking section requires them to read the text
again more deeply to find out what the author is trying to
achieve and to analyze the writing approach. For example,
students may have to read between the lines, differentiate
between fact or opinion, evaluate the reliability of the
information, assess the relevance of information, or
identify the techniques used by the author to persuade
the reader or consider evidence. Activities such as these
work particularly well with the C lesson texts in Life
Second Edition because the texts used in these lessons are
authentic. These authentic texts, which have been adapted
to the level where necessary, tend to retain the author’s
voice or perspective, so students can work to understand
the real argument behind a text. Naturally, these kinds of
reading skills are invaluable for students who are learning
English for academic purposes or who would like to take
examinations such as IELTS. In addition, life in the twentyfirst century requires people to develop the ability to assess
the validity of a text and the information they receive,
so this critical thinking strand in Life Second Edition is
important for all students.

Central to the approach to critical thinking in Life Second
Edition is the premise that students should be actively
engaged in their language learning. Students are frequently
invited to ask questions and to develop their own wellinformed and reasoned opinions. The overall combination of
text analysis (in the C lessons), a guided discovery approach
to language, and the way in which the book makes use of
images in the classroom effectively supports this aim.
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• Language practice activities that involve critical thinking
require deeper processing of the new language on the
part of the learner.
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As well as applying critical thinking to the reading texts,
Life Second Edition encourages students to apply critical
thinking skills in other ways. When new vocabulary or
grammar is presented, students are often expected to use
the target language in controlled practice activities. Then
they use the language in productive speaking and writing
tasks where they are given opportunities to analyze and
evaluate a situation and make use of the new language both
critically and creatively. In this way, students move from
using lower-order thinking to higher-order thinking; many
of the lessons in Life Second Edition naturally follow this flow
from exercises that involve basic checking and controlled
practice to those that are productive, creative, and more
intellectually engaging. This learning philosophy can also
be seen at work in the way in which photos and videos are
used in the book. Students are encouraged to speculate and
express their opinions on many of the photographs or in
the After You Watch sections of the video pages. Finally, on
the writing pages of the units, students are asked to think
critically about how they organize their writing and the
language they choose to use. They are also guided to think
critically to establish criteria by which their writing can then
be judged.

x
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a) more recycling of new vocabulary and grammar through
each unit and level of the series
b) activities in the Classroom Presentation Tool (CPT) that
start some new lessons with review and recycling of
previous lessons
c) progress tests and online end-of-year tests
d) activities in the Review lessons at the end of each unit,
marked “Memory Booster”
These Memory Booster activities are based on the following
methodologically proven principles:
• Relatability: learning is most effective when learners
apply new language to their own experience.
• A multi-sensory approach: learning is enhanced when
more than one sense (hearing, seeing, etc.) is involved in
perception and retention. (Language is not an isolated
system in memory; it’s linked to the other senses.)
• Repetition and variation: learners need to frequently
retrieve items from memory and apply them to different
situations or contexts.
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• Individuality: we all differ in what we find easy to
remember, so cooperation with others helps the process.
You probably already use revision and recycling in your
teaching. Our hope is that these exercises will stimulate
ideas for other fun and varied ways you can do this, which
in turn may lead students to reflect on what learning and
memorization strategies work best for them as individuals.

Treatment of grammar
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Target grammar is presented in the first two lessons of each
unit in the context of reading or listening texts. These texts
are adapted for level as necessary from authentic sources
that use the target language in natural and appropriate
linguistic contexts. Such texts not only aid comprehension,
but present good models for the learner’s own language
production through a variety of voices and genres. In
general, reading texts have been used in the first lesson
and listening texts in the second. Where a presentation
is via a listening text, written examples of the grammar
structures are given on the page, for example in content
comprehension tasks, so that the student gets the visual
support of following the target structures on the page. In
both types of presentations, the primary focus is on the
topic content before the learner’s attention is drawn to the
target grammar structures. Learners are then directed to
notice target structures by various means, such as using
highlighting within the text, extracting sample sentences,
or asking learners to locate examples themselves. Tasks that
revise any related known structures are given in the Student
Book, Teacher’s Guide, and the CPT package.
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• Peer teaching: this is an effective tool in memory
consolidation (as in the adage, “I hear and I forget.
I see and I remember. I do and I understand. I teach and
I master.”)

The grammar summary box is followed by grammar practice
tasks. Depending on the level, the grammar practice exercises
have a differing emphasis on form and use. In all levels,
however, the practice exercises in the unit favor exercises that
require students to think more deeply over those involving
mechanical production. Where appropriate, contrastive and
comparative formats are used. The first practice exercise
is usually linked to the topic of the lesson and is content
rich. Subsequent exercises move into real-life contexts and
particularly to those that the learner can personalize. This
gives learners an invaluable opportunity to incorporate
the structures in the context of their own experiences. The
practice exercises are carefully designed to move from
supported tasks through to more challenging activities. This
anchors the new language in existing frameworks and leads
to a clearer understanding of the usage of this new or revised
language. Frequently, the tasks provide a real and engaging
reason to use the target structure, whether by devices such
as quizzes, games, and so on, or by genuine exchanges of
information between students.
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• No stress: it’s important that the learner does not feel
anxious or pressured by the act of remembering.
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• Utility: language with a strong utility value, e.g.,
a function such as stating preferences, is easier to
remember.

language. Each grammar box gives a cross-reference to two
pages of detailed explanations and additional exercises per
unit at the back of the Student Book. These are suitable for
use both in class and for self-study, according to the needs
of the learner. They are also presented as video tutorials for
extra support in the Online Workbooks.
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• Guessing/Cognitive depth: making guesses at things you
are trying to retrieve aids deeper learning.
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Each lesson ends with a “My Life” speaking task. This
personalized and carefully scaffolded activity enables
students to create their own output using the target
grammar as well as other target language in a meaningful
context. Typical formats for this final task include exchanges
of information or ideas, pairwork, personal narratives,
discussion, and task-based activities (ranking, etc.). The
emphasis from the learner’s perspective is on fluency within
the grammatical framework of the task.

At the start of each grammar section is a grammar summary
box with examples of form and use from the presentation
text, or paradigms where this is clearer (for example, in
lower levels). This supports the learners and is a checkpoint
for both teacher and learner alike. The grammar box
summarizes the information learners arrive at through
completing discovery tasks and it also acts as a focus for
tasks that then analyze the form, meaning, and use of the
grammar structures, as appropriate. A variety of task formats
have been used to do this, usually beginning with accessible
check questions. This approach is highly motivational
because it actively engages learners in the lesson and allows
them to share and discuss their interpretation of the new

Treatment of vocabulary
Life Second Edition pays particular attention to both receptive
and productive vocabulary. All of the authentic input texts
have been revised to reduce above-level lexis while retaining
the original flavor and richness of the text and providing an
achievable level of challenge.
Lexis is effectively learned via carefully devised recycling
and memorization activities. Target vocabulary is recycled
continually throughout each level—for example, the
writing and video lessons provide the ideal opportunity
to incorporate and review lexis in meaningful contexts.
Memorization (see page x) is a key feature of exercises
within the unit and in the Review lessons.
Life Second Edition teaches vocabulary in a range of different
ways. This eclectic approach takes account of recent research
and builds on tried and tested methods. There is additional
practice of the vocabulary input in the Workbook. There is
also frequent practice of useful expressions, collocations,
idioms, and phrasal verbs as well as everyday lexis.
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The specific sections dealing with new lexical input are:

Assessment

1 Lexical sets

Students and teachers can assess progress in the following
ways:

Some of the benefits associated with teaching words in
lexical sets are:
• retrieving related words from memory is easier

• Each unit in the Student Book finishes with a Review
lesson where students do the exercises and complete a
number of “can-do” statements linked to the objectives of
the unit.

• seeing how knowledge can be organized can be helpful
to learners

• There are end-of-year tests that follow the format of
international exams on the Life website.

• it mirrors how such information is thought to be stored in
the brain

• There is a Check! section at the end of each unit in the
Workbook for students to check what they have learned
(general knowledge as well as language).

ng

C: a double-page lesson that focuses on reading
comprehension and critical thinking
D: a one-page lesson that teaches functional/situational
language
E: a one-page lesson that teaches a writing skill and the
features of a text type
F: a double-page video lesson
Review: a one-page lesson of practice activities, memory
booster activities, and “can-do” check statements

Components
• Student Book

3 Word lists

Learning skills
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Each level has a comprehensive word list that covers all
of the vocabulary either at the level or above the level of
the student. The rich headword entries include phonetics,
definition, part of speech, examples, collocations, word
family, and word family collocates. These are available on
the Student App and on the Life website as PDFs.

N

There is a comprehensive learning skills syllabus in the
Workbook. This covers traditional learning skills, such as
recording new vocabulary, using a dictionary, remembering
new vocabulary, planning study time, and assessing your
own progress.

Introduction

A and B: double-page lessons that teach grammar and
vocabulary through reading and listening texts
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The word focus sections take high-frequency words and
give examples of the different meanings they can have
according to the contexts in which they appear, and the
different words with which they collocate. At higher levels,
there is increased exposure to idioms and colloquial usage.
The Workbook and CPT expand the range of phrases and
expressions generated by these key words and provide more
practice.

xii

Opener: a one-page introduction to the unit that gets
students interested in the topic
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2 Word focus

Lessons in a Student Book unit

ni

Each unit usually has two or more lexical sets. The lexical
sets also cover commonly confused words. There is
evidence to suggest that once students have learned one
or more of the words that belong to a group of commonly
confused words (e.g., job and work), it’s useful to compare
and contrast these words directly to clarify the differences
(or similarities) in meaning. Life Second Edition focuses on
these groups of words as and when they come up.
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• the meaning of words can be made clearer by comparing
and contrasting them to similar words in the set

Le

• learning words in a set requires less effort

• Workbook + downloadable audio
• Teacher’s Guide
• Classroom DVD
• Classroom Audio MP3 CD
• Student Web App
• Student eBook
• Online Workbook
• Website: NGL.cengage.com/life
• Classroom Presentation Tool
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Lesson type
Unit opener
This single page introduces the unit topic and lists the unit contents.

Unit 7 Daily life

The festival of colors—the Holi festival—in Kolkata, India

F E AT U R E S
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An impactful photograph serves as
an engaging starting point for the
unit and provokes class discussion.

1 Work in pairs. Look at the photo and the caption.
2

Daily routines

84 Join the club

103 Work in pairs. Listen to information about the
Holi festival. Circle the correct option.

3

Seasons of the year

104 The Holi festival is a celebration of spring.
Listen and repeat the words for the four seasons.
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90 The elephants of
Samburu

A video about elephants
in Kenya

Warm-up exercises get students
talking about the topic and
introduce them to key vocabulary.

1 The Holi festival is in December / March.
2 It’s a celebration of new life / family life.

Free-time activities

86 A year in British
Columbia, Canada

2 What is the celebration?
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1 Where are the people?

82 Day and night

The unit lesson headers let students
see what they will be studying and
stimulate their interest.

spring

summer

fall

Each unit opener lesson contains a
Listening exercise that develops the
topic.

winter

4 Work in pairs. Which months are the seasons in

N
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your country?
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Lessons A and B
Grammar and vocabulary
These double-page lessons focus on grammar and vocabulary, presented through listening and reading texts.

7a Section
Day andHead
night
??
a

5

b

2 Match the pictures (a–g) with the

3

sentences (1–7) in Exercise 1.

3 Work in pairs. Write seven true
c

4

d

7

e

or false sentences about your
routines. Read the sentences to
your partner. Find your partner’s
false sentences.

6

False.

Reading
f

The primary focus is on the
topic content before the
learner’s attention is drawn to
the target grammar structures.

1

g

2

4 Work in pairs. Look at the photo

106

I get up at
six o’clock
six thirty
I have breakfast at
seven o’clock
I start work at
cafe
I have lunch in a
five forty-five
I finish work at
home
I have dinner at
eleven thirty
I go to bed at
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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DAY
AND
NIGHT

&

My name’s Chen Hong. I live
with my husband and parents
in Shanghai. Every day, I get
up at 5:30. I go to an exercise
class. My husband and parents
don’t go to the class. After the
class, I have breakfast with my
friends. I start work at 8:30. At
Chen Hong’s day
noon, I have lunch. I don’t work
in the afternoon. In the evening, I make dinner. We eat
at eight o’clock. Then we watch TV. I go to bed at 10:30.

Le

Listen and complete the
sentences with times and places.
105
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and the caption. Where is it? What
kind of class is it? Shanghai
an exercise class
5 Work in pairs. Read about Chen
Hong’s routine. Is it similar to
yours?

Vocabulary routines

Target grammar is presented
through texts in the first two
spreads of each unit. These
texts are authentic reading and
listening texts, adapted for
level as necessary, which use
the target language in natural
and appropriate linguistic
contexts. Such texts not only
aid comprehension, but present
good models for the learner’s
own language production
through a variety of voices
and genres. The main input
alternates between reading
and listening on these first
two spreads.

ng

I get up at five o’clock.

Grammar simple present I/you/
we/you/they

A morning exercise class on the Bund (riverside) in Shanghai
SIMPLE PRESENT I/YOU/WE/YOU/THEY
I/You/We/You/They

Grammar prepositions
of time
PREPOSITIONS OF TIME

eat at eight o’clock.
don’t work in the afternoon.

Now look at page 170.

6 Look at the grammar box. What is the negative

at eight o’clock

7

107 Complete the text about Roberto with these
verbs. Listen and check.

finish
have

get up
have

go
start

not / go
work

A night in Chile
I’m Roberto. I’m married and I 1 have two children. I
2
work in an observatory in Chile. I 3 start work
at nine o’clock at night. I 4 finish work at 2:30 in the
morning and I go home and go to bed. At eight o’clock,
5 get up
and I 6 have breakfast with my wife
I
go
to school at 8:30. They
and children. They 7
8 don't go
to school on Saturdays and Sundays.

16/08/18 5:24 PM

on Tuesday/Tuesdays

at night

Now look at page 170.

9 Look at the expressions in the
grammar box. Underline similar
expressions of time in the texts
Day and night and A night in Chile.

10 Complete the sentences with the
correct preposition.
1 They don’t work at night.
2 I don’t go to school in the
afternoon.
3 They watch TV in the
evening.
4 We finish lunch at two
o’clock.
5 You work on Saturdays.

Speaking

The grammar practice tasks within the unit are
linked to the presentation text and topic, and
are thus content-rich in the same way. They
move from more supported exercises through
to more challenging tasks.

in the morning

form of the simple present? Circle the negative
verbs in Day and night.

my

11 Work in pairs. Find things you
8 Work in pairs. Write one affirmative and one
negative sentence with the bold verbs.
1 I work at home / in a store.
I work at home. I don’t work in a store.
2 I go to bed at ten o’clock / at midnight.
3 You study English / Spanish.
4 My friends have a class at 7:30 / at 8:30.
5 I like burgers / fish.

both do at the same time. You can
use some of these verbs.
eat
start

have
study

I eat at noon.

get up
finish

I eat at 12:30.

We don’t eat at the same time.

Unit 7
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go

Daily life

83

16/03/18 3:06 PM

7b Join the club
Vocabulary hobbies

Listening

1

4

b

2

What?
Andy climbing

e

g

3

d

4

f

7

h

singing

in her free
time

3

it’s

fun

Naga

4

cooking

in the
evening

5

it’s

nice

Paul

painting

7

it’s interesting

Saturdays

Do you climb every day? b
Do your friends sing? a
Do you cook for your friends, too? c
Do you paint pictures of people? d

a No, they don’t. They play the guitar and
the piano.
b No, we don’t. We climb on Sundays.
c Yes, I do. They love my food!
d Yes, we do.

8

Grammar simple present
questions I/you/we/you/they

6

SIMPLE PRESENT QUESTIONS
I/YOU/WE/YOU/THEY
Do
I/you/we/you/they
listen to music?

3 Work in pairs. Add your own hobbies
to the list in Exercise 1.

Now look at page 170.

do.
don’t.

A variety of task formats are used to lead
learners to analyze the form, meaning, and use
of the grammar structures, as appropriate.

6 Work in pairs. Look at the grammar box.

Then practice the questions and answers in
Exercise 5.

23/03/18 8:41 PM
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84

I/you/we/you/they
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108 Listen again and repeat the
words.
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6

Clear examples of form and use are given
on the page in a simple summary box. This
supports the learners and is a checkpoint for
both teacher and learner alike as it summarizes
the information the learner will have arrived
at through completing the discovery tasks. A
cross-reference is provided to more detailed
information and additional exercises at the back
of the book. These are suitable both for use in
class and self-study, according to the needs of
the learners.

110 Match the questions (1–4) with the
answers (a–d). Listen and check.

Yes,
No,

2

it’s exciting

2

1
2
3
4

1

Why?

Sundays

Tina

5
c

When?
1

ng

5

reading
shopping
singing
walking

ni

5
6
7
8

Le

a

climbing
cooking
dancing
painting

ap
hi
c

1
2
3
4

109 Listen to four people talk about their
hobbies. Complete the chart.

ar

Match the words (1–8) with the
pictures (a–h). Listen and check.
108

Climbing is a popular hobby.

7 Work in pairs. Put the words in order to
make questions. Then answer the questions.

A final task on each spread allows learners to create their
own output. It is structured so that learners have the
opportunity to use the target grammar as well as other
target language (such as vocabulary) in a meaningful and
personalized context. These final tasks have a variety of
formats, including discussions, personal narratives, and
task-based activities (ranking, etc.). The emphasis, from the
learner’s perspective, is on content and fluency rather than
grammatical accuracy.

9 Pronunciation intonation in
questions

1 do / you / every Saturday /
a 111 Listen again and repeat the
climb / ?
questions from Exercise 8.
2 enjoy / you / doing exercise / do / ?
3 you and your friends / do / go walking / ? b Work in pairs. Ask and answer the
questions from Exercise 8.
4 do / of your friends / you /take photos / ?
5 your parents / listen to music / do / ?
Speaking my
6 your friends / play ping-pong /
in the evening / do / ?
10 Work in pairs. Add four questions about

8

111 Work in pairs. Write questions with
the words. Listen and check.

1
2
3
4
5
6

shopping (you / enjoy)
newspapers (you / read)
dancing (your friends / go)
basketball (you and your friends / play)
climbing (you / go)
TV (you and your friends / watch)

hobbies to the list in Exercise 8. Then
work as a class. Ask questions. Find one
person for each activity.
Do you enjoy
shopping, Bruno?
Yes, I do.

Unit 7
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Lesson C
Reading
This is a double-page reading lesson. The reading text is always on the right-hand page, and the activities are on the left.

7c A year in British Columbia,
Canada
1

Look at the pictures. Listen and
repeat the words.
112

cloudy 4

rainy 3

Grammar simple present
Wh- questions
SIMPLE PRESENT WH- QUESTIONS
What
Where
Who
Why
When

snowy 1

do

do?
go?
go with?
go to the beach?
eat?

I/you
we/you/they
people

ng

Vocabulary weather

Now look at page 170.

7 Look at the grammar box. Circle the

1
2
3
4

3 Work in pairs. Describe the weather for
seasons in your country.

Where
What
Who
Why

ar

who, why, or when.

113 Listen to people from four places.
Write the numbers (1–4) next to the
weather words in Exercise 1.

do you go in summer?
do you do in fall?
do you go cycling with?
do you like winter?

Speaking

Reading

ap
hi
c

4 Read the article. Match the paragraphs

my

9 Work in pairs. What’s your favorite
season? Ask and answer questions. Use
these ideas.
• Why / like …?
• Where / go?
• What / do?
• Who / go with?
• When / do …?

(1–4) with the photos (a–d).

5 Work in pairs. Underline the things

people do in each season. Do people do
the things in the article in your country?

Why do you like
winter?

lG
eo
gr

Critical thinking finding
information

I like to ski.

6 Which words tell you about the weather
in British Columbia? Find them in the
passage, and write them below.

Summer:
Fall:
Winter:
Spring:

86

a

3

b

2

114

A Y E A R I N
B R I T I S H
CO LU M B I A ,
C A N A DA

hot, sunny
cloudy, rainy
cold, rainy, snowy
cloudy, rainy

io
na

Critical thinking activities require
students to engage with the
reading texts at a deeper level
and show real understanding—
not just reading comprehension.
This training—in evaluating
texts, assessing the validity
and strength of arguments,
and developing an awareness
of authorial techniques—is
clearly a valuable skill for those
students learning English for
academic purposes (EAP),
where reflective learning is
essential. However, it is also
very much part of the National
Geographic spirit, which
encourages people to question
assumptions and develop
their own well-informed and
reasoned opinions.

8 Complete the questions with what, where,

Le

2

windy 4

ni

Wh- question words in the article.
sunny 2

S

16/03/18
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M

M

E

R

Where do people go in summer?

1

Summer is a great time for vacations
here.
3:07 PM The weather is hot and sunny.
People go to the beach. They cook
and eat outside. I go to Vancouver
Island with my family. We go
swimming in lakes and rivers.

F

A

L

L

What do people do in fall?
c

4

2

In fall, classes start. Children go
to school. Students go to college.
It’s cloudy and rainy. Trees change
color from green to brown. I think
it’s a beautiful season.

W

I

N

T

E

R

Where do people go in winter?

d

1

3

In winter, it’s cold, rainy, and
snowy, too. A lot of people stay
at home. They watch TV, read
books, and cook winter food.
Winter is my favorite season. I like
winter sports. I go to Whistler. It’s
in the mountains. I go skiing and
climbing.

S

P

R

I

N

G

Why do people like spring?

4

In spring, it’s cloudy and rainy, but
it isn’t cold. Flowers open, birds
sing, and trees are green. People
go cycling and running. They meet
friends and they go for walks.
Unit 7
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Lesson D
Real life
This is a one-page functional lesson focusing on real-life skills.

Vocabulary problems

Real life problems

1

4

4 bored

b

1 cold

c

1
2
3

5 hungry

5

e

is cold and thirsty.
is cold and tired.
is bored.

Listen again. Complete the mom’s
suggestions.
116

1 Why don’t you have
2 Why don’t you have
3 Why don’t you go

2 tired

some coffee
a sandwich
swimming

?
?
?

115 Listen again and repeat the
expressions from Exercise 1.

3 Work in pairs. Tell your partner the
problems in Exercise 1. Take turns.

at

I’m hungry!

The key expressions are made
memorable through an activation
activity.

The pronunciation syllabus covers
sounds and spelling, connected
speech, stress, and intonation.

6 Pronunciation sentence stress
117 Listen to and repeat the three
sentences. Which words are stressed?

7 Work in pairs. Look at the vocabulary in
Exercise 1 and the expressions for talking
about problems. Take turns to talk about
problems and make suggestions.

N

I’m tired!

88

The D lessons have clear “Real life”
functional aims.

PROBLEMS

What’s the matter?
I’m hungry/thirsty/cold/tired/hot/bored.
It’s cold/hot.
I don’t feel well.
I don’t understand.
Why don’t you have a cup of tea?

io
na

2

3 thirsty

D
P
A

lG
eo
gr

d

116 Listen to the conversation. Write
D (Dad), P (Paul), or A (Anna).

ap
hi
c

a

115 Look at the pictures and listen.
Match the expressions you hear (1–5)
with the pictures (a–e).

Le

ar

ni

ng

7d
What’s Head
the matter?
?? Section
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Lesson E
Writing
This is a one-page writing lesson. All the text types that appear in international exams are covered here.

7e Meet our club members
Every E lesson focuses on and
explores a specific text type.

Writing a profile

PLT Photography club

1 Read Hans’s profile. Are the sentences

Meet our members. Come and join us!

true (T) or false (F)?
Hans is:

2 Writing skill paragraphs
a Read Hans’s profile again. Write the

A different writing skill is presented
and practiced in every E lesson.

interests
professional information
family/friends

Le

3
1
2

HANS

ar

number of the paragraph (1–3).

F
F
F

ng

Every writing lesson includes a model.

T
T
T

ni

1 a student.
2 married.
3 in a photography club.

b Read the paragraphs of Jenna's profile
(a–c). Put them in order (1–3).

ap
hi
c

a I live with three friends in the city. We
live in a small house on a busy street. 2
b I like sports and photography. I go to
sports events and take photos. 3
c I’m a student at City College. In the
summer, I work at PLT Engineering. 1

1 I’m an engineer. I work at PLT Engineering.
2 I’m married and I have three children. We
live in a small town near my company.
3 I like photography. I’m in the PLT
photography club. In winter, we meet on
Sundays. We go out and take photos. In
summer, I go on vacation with my family. I
take a lot of photos of my children and the
places we go to.

c Work in pairs. Read Luther’s notes. Write

JENNA

three paragraphs.

a teacher
engineering
my wife and children City College
animals
photos

lG
eo
gr

Students always finish with a
productive task.

3 Make notes for your own profile. Write
about:

•work/school •family/friends •interests

4 Use your notes to write three paragraphs.
Check the paragraph order, spelling, and
punctuation.

5 Give your profile to your partner. Find
two things you have in common.

Unit 7
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Students are encouraged to take part
in peer review and correction.
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Lesson F
Video lesson
This is a double-page video lesson. A large, engaging introductory photograph is always on the left-hand page,
and the activities are on the right.

7f The elephants of Samburu

ni

ng

This section introduces
students to the topic of the
video and engages them in
a pre-watching task. It also
introduces students to new
vocabulary used in the video.

lG
eo
gr

ap
hi
c

Le

ar

This section allows students
to respond to the video as
a whole and take part in a
discussion or task that leads
on from the context and
theme of the video.

Before you watch

io
na

2 Key vocabulary

at
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a Read the sentences. Match the bold
words (1–5) with the pictures (a–e).
1 My friend has a new jeep. It’s fast.
2 I lie down after lunch on Sunday.
3 Raise your hand if you know the
answer.
4 I take a bath in the morning.
5 The elephant has a long trunk.

16/03/18 3:07 PM

a

3

b

4

c

1

7 Read the sentences. Watch the video
again. Circle the correct option.

1 Nick Nichols is a photographer / student.
2 Daniel Lentipo can speak to /
identify individual elephants.
3 Nick and Daniel follow the elephants
for four / ten hours every day.
4 Elephants raise their trunks
to greet other elephants / when they are thirsty.
5 Elephants lie down / stand to sleep.

the caption. Where does this elephant
live?

An elephant at night in Samburu National Reserve in Kenya

90

5

1 Work in pairs. Look at the photo and

6

7 Work in pairs. Watch the video again.
Write: Answers will vary

1 five things the elephants do every day.
drink, take baths, eat, greet their family members,
sleep
2 three things Nick and Daniel do every day.
take photos, follow elephants, get up early

N

After you watch
d

b

2

e

5

118 Listen and repeat the bold
words.

3 Work in pairs. The video is about
elephants in Kenya. Circle the option
you think is correct.

These exercises assist with
comprehension of the video
itself, both in terms of what
students see and what they
hear. The tasks also exploit the
language used in the video.

1 Elephants live in family groups /
alone.
2 Elephants like / don’t like water.
3 Elephants eat plants / animals.

While you watch
4

7 Watch the video. Check your
answers from Exercise 3.

7 Complete the text with these verbs.
drive follow get up start take walk work

Nick Nichols and Daniel Lentipo 1 work at
the Samburu National Reserve. They 2 get up
early every day. They 3 start work early.
They 4 drive a jeep and 5 take photos
of the elephants. The elephants 6 walk
many kilometers every day. Nick and Daniel
sometimes 7 follow the elephants from
morning to night. Nick’s photos of sleeping
elephants are very beautiful.

8 Work in pairs. Ask and answer questions
using these ideas.
•
•
•
•

What / favorite animals?
Why / like them?
Where / live?
What / do?

Unit 7 Daily life
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Review lesson
This is the one-page review lesson found at the end of every unit.

UNIT 7 REVIEW AND MEMORY BOOSTER
Grammar

Vocabulary

1 Complete the text with the words below.

Grammar and vocabulary from the unit
are clearly signposted and systematically
reviewed to reinforce students’ learning.

movies

dinner

food

Friday

4 Complete the adjectives. Write W (weather)
and P (people).

music

1
2
3
4

P
W
P
W

5
6
7
8

1
2
3
4
5

David and Yann / brothers?
they / work / in the same place?
where / they / have dinner?
they / like / the same food?
Yann and his girlfriend / play music?

lG
eo
gr

Memory Booster activities are specifically
designed to enable students to recall and
activate new words more easily.

3

Work in pairs. Take turns.
Student A: Ask the questions in Exercise 2.
Student B: Answer the questions.
❯❯ MB

I CAN

say what people do every day (simple
present)

io
na

“Can-do” statements give students the
opportunity to assess their own learning.

talk about the weather
talk about problems (adjectives)

say when people do things (prepositions of
time)

Real life
6 Complete the sentences with the words.
Then put the sentences in order (1–4) to
make a conversation.
I’m

Why
I'm
No
What's

No

Introduction

What’s

Why

don’t you eat this pizza?
hungry.
, thanks—it’s cold.
the matter?

3
2
4
1

7 Work in pairs. Use these ideas to practice
similar conversations. Take turns to start.
1 thirsty / cup of coffee
2 hot / drink some water
3 don’t understand / use a dictionary
I CAN
talk about problems
make suggestions

92
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at

I CAN

Le

ap
hi
c

2 Work in pairs. Write questions.

xx

I read a book.

ar

David and Yann are brothers. They have
an internet company. From Monday to
1
Friday , they start work at seven
o’clock. They finish work in the evening,
and they have 2 dinner at a restaurant.
food
They like the same 3
. On
weekends, they don’t do the same thing.
4
music
David and his friends play
in
a band. Yann and his girlfriend go to the
5
movies .

ni

What do you do when
you’re bored?

Every review lesson concludes with a
“Real life” activity that allows students to
consolidate the functional language from
the unit.

W
P
P
W

s u nny
th i rsty
t i r e d
w i ndy

❯❯ MB Work in pairs. Ask and answer
questions with the adjectives from
Exercise 4. Take turns.

ng

5

bor e d
cl o u dy
h ungry
sn o wy
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